
TOWN OF CORNWALL 
PLANNING BOARD MEETING 

January 4, 2023 at 4:30 p.m.  

 A G E N D A  

1) CALL TO ORDER

2) LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

3) APPROVAL OF AGENDA

4) DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST

5) APPROVAL OF MINUTES

a) November 2, 2022

6) BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES:

a) Scottsview Meadows Subdivision

ii. Pedestrian Walkway

iii. Final Walkthrough

b) Main Street Active Transportation Trail Lighting

c) Community Garden Bridges

d) Upcoming Developments:

ii. Proposed Sunshine Meadows Extension

iii. Proposed Retamary Drive Extension

e) Hurricane Fiona Storm Recovery

8) NEW BUSINESS:

a) West River Estates Phase 3 � Parkland Dedication

b) Triangle Property Development - PID 995159 Main Street

c) 130 Jewell Road � Variance Application

d) Cornwall KOA � Unpermitted Cottages

8) IN CAMERA

9) NEXT MEETING

10) ADJOURNMENT
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Town of Cornwall
Planning Board Meeting 

November 2, 2022, at 4:30 PM 

Attendance:   Mayor Minerva McCourt, Deputy Mayor Cory Stevenson, Chair Jill MacIsaac, 
Corey Frizzell, Judy Herlihy, Shane McGuigan, and Elaine Barnes. 

Staff: CAO Kevin Coady, Spencer Hay, Doug Longmore, Paula Griffin, and Emma Hicks 
Regrets: None 
Public: 12 

1) Call to Order
Councillor Jill MacIsaac chaired the meeting which was called to order at 4:30pm.

2) Land Acknowledgement
Chair MacIsaac welcomed everyone and began the meeting by acknowledging that the land
we gather on is the ancestral land of the Mi�kmaq and we respect the Mi�kmaq as the
Indigenous People of Prince Edward Island.

3) Approval of Agenda
It was moved by Councillor Stevenson and seconded by Councillor Barnes that the agenda be
approved as read.

CARRIED

4) Disclosure of Conflict of Interest
Mayor McCourt advised of Conflict of Interest with respect to Item 7(a).

5) Approval of Minutes
It was moved by Councillor Barnes and seconded by Councillor Stevenson that the Minutes of
October 5, 2022, be approved as read.

CARRIED

6) INFRASTRUCTURE DEPARTMENT

a) Infrastructure Projects Update: Manager of Infrastructure, Doug Longmore, provided
updates on multiple infrastructure projects:

Water Main (Main Street) � The Water Main is in place, has been tested and activated.
Street paving will begin between John Street and the Esso on Monday (November 7, 2022).

Active Transportation Trail (Main Street) � The trail base has been completed however
paving of the trail is weather dependent and may be completed in the spring. The trail will
have gravel surfacing until such time that paving can take place. The Committee requested
an update on lighting for the trail and if other options have been considered. Manager of
Planning & Development, Spencer Hay, advised that the proposed light fixtures are more
cost effective and cast more light along the trail than the decorative lights previously
considered by Council. The Committee requested that the trail lights item come back to
Council for discussion with other lighting options.
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New Well Field � Staff are working through outstanding deficiencies with the contractor 
and are continuing to investigate the white water/air in the water. Councillor Herlihy asked 
if this is happening consistently, and staff advised that they have eliminated the air, 
however it seems to be happening under heavy use.  

North River Lagoon � Construction is underway and expected to take three to four weeks 
to complete.  

Cornwall Lagoon (Hyde Pond) � Sludge removal is approximately 60% complete. 

Tree Planting � Mercedes Drive � Thirty trees were planted along the Active 
Transportation Trail between Town Hall and Lowther Drive, being a mix of Sugar Maple 
and Red Maple.  

Town Hall and APM Centre Signage � Signs will be installed as part of the reinstatement 
along the new Mercedes Drive AT Trail within the next couple of weeks.  

Manager of Planning & Development, Spencer Hay, provided updates on multiple projects: 

MacPhail Woods Trail � Staff advised that tree removal is complete. Approximately 30-
35 trees were removed, 20 of which were already down from Hurricane Fiona. There is 
minimal work left to be completed on the trail itself, including gravel surfacing, reinstate 
sides of trail with woodchips, and the installation of access gates.  

Sunrise Cove Green Space � Project is underway. There were delays in receiving the 
Wetland Alteration Permit from the Province which is required in order to commence work 
on the naturalized shoreline. At this point in time the construction of the naturalized 
shoreline may be deferred to next year. The trail base is complete, and staff expects that 
contractors will be prepping for play equipment to be installed. The green space will also 
include shade shelter and garden boxes. Councillor Herlihy asked if this trail will be plowed 
and maintained this winter. Staff advised it may not to be cleared this winter but could be 
added to the schedule next winter.  

Community Gardens Bridge Replacement � A load bearing test was carried out on the soil, 
and it was determined that the ground will not support the current bridge design. Staff have 
been in discussions with the town�s engineers for other bridge options for this site.  

7) BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

a) Public Meeting � October 13, 2022
Mayor McCourt exited Chambers citing a Conflict of Interest with item #1 below
Applications:

1) Application to Rezone: PID 777557 Cornwall Road
2) Application to Rezone: 522 Capital Drive

Staff provided Council with the professional planning opinions received for both 
applications. Council deferred discussion of either application until the next Committee of 
Council meeting to allow councillors to review and consider the information in conjunction 
with the Public Meeting summary and resident comments received concerning the 
proposed rezonings. 
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Items 7(b) and 7(c) deferred to Committee of Council meeting, November 9, 2022. 

Staff advised Council that upon receiving the noted planning opinions it was brought to 
their attention that there are issues with the Town�s Zoning Map and General Land Use 
Map. Currently, the General Land Use Map is identical to the Zoning Map with a different 
title. As such an amendment to the Zoning Map (Development Bylaw) also requires an 
amendment to the General Land Use Map (Official Plan).  

The Zoning Map identifies the specific zone of each individual parcel, while the General 
Land Use Map should identify the Town�s land use intentions as determined by the Official 
Plan. The General Land Use Map should generally identify which areas are intended to be 
residential, commercial, agricultural, etc., without defining the zone for each parcel.  

With the existing maps any rezoning that Council approves will trigger the requirement for 
an amendment to the General Land Use Map. As the General Land Use Map amendment 
is an amendment to the Official Plan, a further public meeting is required and can be held 
towards the end of November (date to be determined) should council wish to proceed with 
the proposed rezonings.  

For the purpose of clarification, efficiency, and streamlining the Town�s rezoning process 
for future applications, it was determined that the General Land Use Map should at some 
point in the future be amended to properly reflect the Official Plan�s land use intentions.  

b) Application to Rezone � PID 777557 Cornwall Road
Discussion deferred to Committee of Council meeting on November 9, 2022

c) Application to Rezone � 522 Capital Drive
Discussion deferred to Committee of Council meeting on November 9, 2022

d) Upcoming Developments
Mayor McCourt re-enters Chambers

i. Proposed Sunshine Meadows Extension: Staff advised that no formal application has
been made to-date. The parties involved with this concept have contacted staff
regarding Street B identified on the Proposed Retamary Drive Extension, as the
location of it may affect their potential development.

ii. Proposed Retamary Drive Extension: Location of Street B has been confirmed as
identified on the Phase I Concept Plan. Council discussed deferring Phase I Parkland
Dedication to Phase II because the parcel proposed in Phase I is inadequate for
parkland. Council was in favour of receiving monetary compensation in lieu of
parkland for Phase I. Pedestrian Walkway Infrastructure is a requirement of
development in the PURD Zone. The Developer has expressed concern to staff
regarding the cost of implementing the Pedestrian Walkway Infrastructure.

e) Hurricane Fiona Storm Recovery � Update
Staff advised that park and trail clean up is approximately 75% complete, prioritizing safety
first. There may be further clean up involved to completely restore parks and trails,
however the areas now open to the public are safe to use. Council discussed the necessity
for signage and/or blockades to inform residents which areas are still closed. A consultant
has been hired to assist with damage assessment, and preparation of reports and
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applications to Emergency Measures Organization (EMO). Staff met with representatives 
of EMO to better determine what the Town�s role is in the clean-up process. Staff advised 
that there are three Provincial crews currently working in the Town, in addition to two full-
time crews procured by and working at the direction of the Town. Councillor MacIsaac 
indicated that numerous garbage bins were damaged in parks and trails during the 
hurricane. Council discussed the need for replacing the bins to mitigate littering and 
ensuring they are securely anchored.  

8) NEW BUSINESS

a) Pedestrian Walkway Infrastructure � Scottsview Meadows Subdivision
Pedestrian Walkway Infrastructure is a new requirement of development in the PURD
Zone. The Developer has expressed concerns to staff regarding the cost of implementing
the walkway. The Developer provided a quote to staff which is being reviewed. The
Developer is requesting to end the walkway at Parcel R4 (future street), and not extend the
walkway along Lots 21-38 and 21-39 to the existing Cloverlawn Avenue. Council was in
favour of not extending the walkway on Parcel R4 until such time that the future street is
developed, however further review is required with respect to not extending the walkway
along Lots 21-38 and 21-39.

In recognition of the fact that Scottsview Meadows Subdivision Phase 1 and one other
current proposed development (Phase 1) were started during a period of transition
regarding the requirement for pedestrian infrastructure in all PURD zones, the Committee
recommends that Council agree to use a portion of the applicable parkland dedication funds
from each development to bridge the reasonable cost difference, as determined by the
Town, between the previously acceptable widening of the asphalt portions of the roadway
and the cost to install a separate AT Trail for Phase 1 of those two developments.

8) OTHER
Councillor Barnes raised concern regarding the pylons in place on the Active Transportation
Trail between North River Fire Station and Shell Gas Station. It is Council�s understanding
that the Fire Station placed the pylons to deter vehicles from making left turns out of the Shell
(against the flow of traffic) and into the Fire Station parking lot. Council will discuss other
options which will not obstruct the proper use of the trail.

Councillor Herlihy received a concern from a resident that there are trees marked with orange
flags and pink dots in the area of the new MacPhail Woods Trail, our Staff advised that those
markings were made by biking and snowshoeing groups in the area which are not affiliated
with the Town. Staff advised that the property in question is in fact private property.

9) IN CAMERA
NIL

10) NEXT MEETING
The next Planning Board meeting will be held Wednesday, December 7, 2022, at 4:30 pm.

11) ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 6:05pm.
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______________________________ ______________________________ 
Jill MacIsaac, Councillor Spencer Hay 
Chair, Planning Committee  Manager, Planning & Development 



6a)ii. - Scottsview Meadows Subdivision Pedestrian Walkway











16 McCarville Street

Tyler@hansenelectric.ca

3 Anderson Rd

Re: Cornwall Water Main and Active Transportation Trail - CCO-001R1

1.a  Delete conduit from 1+420 to 1+061

-4 Ea. 1" PVC 90 $2.23 -$8.92
-2330 Ft. 1" PVC Conduit $0.66 -$1,537.80

1 Ea. Restocking fee (Conduit already onsite) $300.00 $300.00
-90 M #8 RW90 $2.35 -$211.50
-45 M #10 RW90 $1.27 -$57.15

2 Ea. 1" PVC Cap $2.75 $5.50
-50 Hr. Labour @ $56/Hr. $56.00 -$2,800.00

1.b  Delete light assembly at Sta 1+106

-1 Ea. Light Assembly $1,497.00 -$1,497.00

2.a,b  Relocate service poles

2 Ea. Relocate Service poles N/C

3.a  Relocate Light assembly from 1+440 to 1+425

50 Ft. 1" PVC Conduit $0.76 $38.00
31 M #8 RW90 $2.70 $83.70
16 M #10 RW90 $1.46 $23.36

3.b  Relocate Light assembly from 1+490 to 1+482

N/C

4.Modify Poles to include (2) banner arms,and one receptacle

Install circuits for receptacles
8 Ea. 20A SP Breaker $14.58 $116.64

3084 M #8 RW90 $2.70 $8,326.80
63 Hr. Labour @ $65/Hr. $65.00 $4,095.00

Price Per Pole to install (2) banner arms and (1) receptacle
1 Ea. Add Double banner arms and receptacle to each $940.32 $940.32

Pole

Charlottetown  PE  C1E 2A6

December 6, 2022
Duffy Construction

Kinkora



From: Enman, Wade
To: Spencer Hay
Cc: Reddin, Nick
Subject: RE: Community Gardens Bridge
Date: December 7, 2022 3:17:42 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Hi Spencer,

We received some information from the contractor late last week which will hopefully help with the
decision making process going forward.

As discussed, given the geotechnical issues with using helical piles at the Community Gardens site,
WSP will develop an alternate solution at this site.  To avoid having foundations close to the stream
edge, this will likely invoice a larger single span option of approximately 10 metres in length that can
be supported on either a concrete spread footing or timber foundation outside of the stream area. 
This option will likely have a larger cost than the original tendered amount of $55,200 plus tax and
could be in the order of $70,000 to construct.   We will continue to review options with the Town to
develop an alternate, cost-effective solution.

The Town currently has a contract with Gaudette’s Transit Mix for a replacement bridge and already
has purchased some of the timber components for the new pedestrian bridge at Community
Gardens.  From our previous inspections of both the Community Gardens bridge and the LaCardy
Bridge, both of these bridges will soon require replacement.  We have completed some additional
geotechnical testing at the LaCardy Bridge site and have verified that a helical pile design option is
suitable for that location.  The LaCardy bridge site requires a longer structure than Community
Gardens (13 metres vs. 10 metres).   WSP has reached out to Gaudette’s Transit Mix and they have
indicated that they could build a structure at LaCardy’s for an additional $20,000.  Given the
cost/metre of the original bridge, this additional fee is appropriate for the additional span length.  This
option would allow the Town to get a pedestrian bridge that requires replacement built under your
current contract with Gaudette’s and utilize material that has already been purchased under the
contract. 

The alternative to this option is for the Town to close the contract with Gaudette’s Transit Mix and
pay for the timber material that has been purchased and stockpile this for future work.  As
construction costs continue to increase and the Town has a contract with Gaudette’s, WSP’s
recommendation would be to proceed with the LaCardy site should additional funds be available.

Please let me know if you have any questions.  I can be available to meet to discuss further as
required.

Regards,
Wade

Wade Enman, P.Eng.
Manager – Prince Edward Island



Infrastructure

T+ 1 902-436-2669
M+ 1 902-954-0636

WSP Canada Inc.
195 MacEwen Road
Summerside, PEI
C1N 5Y4

wsp.com

From: Spencer Hay <spencerhay@cornwallpe.ca> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2022 12:28 PM
To: Enman, Wade <Wade.Enman@wsp.com>
Cc: Van Hul, Luc <Luc.VanHul@wsp.com>; Reddin, Nick <Nick.Reddin@wsp.com>
Subject: Community Gardens Bridge

Hey Wade,

We had discussed a few weeks ago the options for how to proceed with the pedestrian bridges. At
that time, I had requested that you provide a few estimates to help the Town through the decision-
making process. I believe one estimate was for the additional cost to do the Lecardy bridge first, using
the materials that have already been procured for the Community Gardens bridge. The second
estimate was for estimated cost of constructing Community Gardens bridge using different approach.
I believe we also requested an estimate of the cost implication of canceling the project.

The new council will be getting together for the meeting next Wednesday (Dec. 14th) so it would be
great to have this information by the end of this week.

Feel free to contact me to discuss.

Regards,

Spencer Hay, P. Eng.
Manager, Planning & Development 
Town of Cornwall
15 Mercedes Drive
PO Box 430
Cornwall, PE
C0A1H0

T+ 1 902-367-5990
M+ 1 902-940-6452



www.cornwallpe.ca

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain information which is privileged, confidential, proprietary
or otherwise subject to restricted disclosure under applicable law. This message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any
unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on, this message is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this message in error, or you are not an authorized or intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by
replying to this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies. You are receiving
this communication because you are listed as a current WSP contact. Should you have any questions regarding WSP's electronic
communications policy, please consult our Anti-Spam Commitment at www.wsp.com/casl. For any concern or if you believe you should not
be receiving this message, please forward this message to caslcompliance@wsp.com so that we can promptly address your request. Note
that not all messages sent by WSP qualify as commercial electronic messages. 

AVIS : Ce message, incluant tout fichier l'accompagnant (« le message »), peut contenir des renseignements ou de l'information
privilégiés, confidentiels, propriétaires ou à divulgation restreinte en vertu de la loi. Ce message est destiné à l'usage exclusif du/des
destinataire(s) voulu(s). Toute utilisation non permise, divulgation, lecture, reproduction, modification, diffusion ou distribution est interdite.
Si vous avez reçu ce message par erreur, ou que vous n'êtes pas un destinataire autorisé ou voulu, veuillez en aviser l'expéditeur
immédiatement et détruire le message et toute copie électronique ou imprimée. Vous recevez cette communication car vous faites partie
des contacts de WSP. Si vous avez des questions concernant la politique de communications électroniques de WSP, veuillez consulter
notre Engagement anti-pourriel au www.wsp.com/lcap. Pour toute question ou si vous croyez que vous ne devriez pas recevoir ce
message, prière de le transférer au conformitelcap@wsp.com afin que nous puissions rapidement traiter votre demande. Notez que ce ne
sont pas tous les messages transmis par WSP qui constituent des messages electroniques commerciaux. 

-LAEmHhHzdJzBlTWfa4Hgs7pbKl
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Karen Wight 
130 Jewell Rd 

Cornwall, PE   
C0A 1H9 

Spencer Hay, P.Eng. 
Manager, Planning and Development 
Town Council, Cornwall 
15 Mercedes Drive 
Cornwall, PE,  C0A 1H0 

22 December 2022 

Dear Mr Hay, 

Re: Information relating to the Applications 

First of all, please let me thank you for meeting with me and for taking the time to help with 
kind advice for this application. 

I am writing now to request permission to build an accessory building on my property at 130 
Jewell Road, and I am respectfully taking the opportunity of this letter to provide some more 
elaborate information to Planning Board and Council.   

As the size of the proposed building is larger than the 728 sq. ft. for accessory buildings in 
Section 4.1(b) in the Development Bylaw, I am also requesting a variance for that building with 
respect to Section 21.1 of the Town of Cornwall Zoning and Subdivision (Development) Control 

 of March 2022, and I outline my reasons for that application as 
well.  

Intended Use 

My family and I require this building for several purposes, mainly storage of equipment 
required for the maintenance of our property, and for the development of a small-scale farming 
practice, and to develop a tree nursery to replace the trees we lost to hurricane Fiona. 

Living on a large property is a gift, but a gift that requires a lot of maintenance and the proper 
equipment for it.  My property consists of 5 acres, comprising about 2.5 acres of grassed lawns, 
and 2.5 acres of natural woodland with walking trails, and a 150-foot driveway.  We currently 
have two lawn tractors, a lawn sweeper, a broadcast fertilizer/spreader and a snowblower.  We 
want to divest of this older equipment and invest is a small tractor with a snow blower, grass 
cutting attachment, and a bucket.  However, we have no place to store it and are unable to 
protect our investments from the elements.   

8c) 130 Jewell Road - Variance Application



Our existing shed needs to come down.   The shed is a legacy of the previous owner, who used 
it for wood storage when he heated the home with an outdoor wood furnace (wood doctor).  It 
was never intended to be weatherproof or rodent/cat proof.  We lose personal belongings due 
to rodents each year and we wish to build secure storage that meets our needs.  (We once even 
adopted a poor old cat into our home because she found her way into the shed and seemed to 
have nowhere else to go.)  The shed (12 x 16) is far too small for current needs, let alone 
planned needs as detailed below.  It already is a game of Tetris each year with much of our 
outdoor belongings (lawn furniture, wicker chairs, umbrellas, and the like) having to remain 
outside under tarps as there is insufficient space.   

We are starting a small-scale farming practice.  Over the last couple of years, we undertook 
some major landscaping projects, with the permission of Planning and Council, including Permit 
No. C-188-21 of 22 September 2021.  We cut down about 1.5 acres of trees, which included 
removing a thick wooded hedge that was very close to the back of the house, and we removed 
two thick wooded hedges that used to separate cleared areas.  Our landscape improvements 
joined these yards together.  We then we re-graded the entire area with topsoil, and we 
planted lawn. 

I am attaching some aerial photos from different dates showing the progress we have made 
(Appendix D).  The images from 2018 and 2020 show the thick hedges separating small yards. 
The image from May 2022 shows how we converted these into a large, grassed area. 

Our improvements also included - with permission of Planning Department, the Provincial 
Department of Highways, and the Provincial Department of the Environment - digging a very 
large trench for drainage of rainwater run-off all along the southern boundary of our property 
into the road culvert.  Our property is at the bottom of a hill, which is about 100 feet high, at a 
steep grade, that is used by the neighboring farm for pasturing cattle.  Every time it rained, our 
property would get soaked, making it impossible even to use the lawn tractor without getting 
stuck.  Our driveway flooded, and in the winter, it also froze, locking our trailer and any vehicles 
left there into a sheet of ice.  We were also warned that this run-off across our septic field at 
the front of the home could have disastrous consequences.  It would have been impossible to 
maintain any gardens at the back of the home due to the constant flooding.  

The new trench diverts the rainwater west into the ditch.  The Province expanded the width 
and depth of the ditch, and the Department of Highways installed much larger culverts to 
evacuate the water.   

We are now, finally, in a position where we can use our land for gardening, inspired by our 
many farming neighbors.  While we are not contemplating selling at farm gate, we would like to 

vegetables, along with a few smaller patches for watermelons and pumpkins/gourds.   We will 
also make a pergola with a trellis system for grapes, that will also be a feature for a sitting area 
in the gardens.   



We will also have to start a tree nursery.  The damage to our woods from hurricane Fiona is 
much more extensive than we imagined, and we are absolutely heartbroken to have lost 
thousands of trees.  We cannot afford the thousands of dollars that it would take to have them 
cleared out professionally, so we will have to do that ourselves.  We will have to invest in a 
large diesel wood-chipper to manage through as best we can.  But again, we currently do not 
have adequate storage for the equipment. 

To replace these trees, we plan to start seedlings in the greenhouse, and to transition them 
outdoors as appropriate before they are sturdy enough to replant our forest.  We have already 
placed a variety of seeds in our chest freezer, including red maples, sugar maples, red oaks, 
white oaks, and blue spruce.   We will need adequate indoor and outdoor space for these 
thousands of seedling trees.  Should we be successful in raising these trees, we will certainly 
entertain larger operations and sell these at the farm gate in years to come.  

I am attaching a sketch of the property to show some concept plans including the location for 
our greenhouse, gardens, nursery, etc. (Appendix E) 

Finally, we own several vehicles including a sport-utility vehicle, two pick-up trucks, a vintage 
sports car, two motorcycles, an enclosed utility trailer,  camper.  We would like to be 
able to store all of these vehicles indoors, most especially during the winter.   Having to pay for 
indoor storage services off-site during the winter seems unnecessary given the available space 
for our own building.  Snow clearing around vehicles is also a needlessly difficult chore. 

Also, our two daughters soon will have vehicles.   Enabling us to park inside a building would 
only enhance the aesthetics of the property by concealing the vehicles from view.  It would 
certainly enhance our enjoyment of the property.   

Basis for the Current Variance Application 

The -ft).  This is larger than the 728 sq. ft. of 
Section 4.1(b) in the Development Bylaw.  Therefore, I am also asking Planning Board and 
Council to approve a Variance at this time.  I am outlining below how doing so is consistent with 
Section 21.1.4 of the Development Bylaw, and I respectfully ask Council to use its discretionary 
powers under this Section to authorize the building.   

Given all of the foregoing explanation, I do not believe that the proposed Accessory Building is 
unreasonably sized, considering the requirements for the upkeep of a property that requires a 
good deal of ongoing maintenance, and considering the plans that I have for a small-scale 
farming practice.    

-size-fits-
appropriate for a property built on a residential building lot in an intensive residential zone of 
Cornwall is too small to cater to the needs of a large acreage in an agricultural reserve zone.   



The spirit and intent of S.4.1(b) of the Development Bylaw governing the size of accessory 
buildings is clearly to ensure that accessory buildings: 1) are not unreasonably sized in relation 
to the size of the lot on which they are situated; 2) they do not encroach on adjacent 
properties, and 3) they do not impact unduly on the enjoyment of adjacent properties, or on 
the essential character of the surrounding neighborhood.  

In respect of this, I respectfully draw your attention to the following: 

1. No Close Neighbors

The Town of Cornwall Zone Map (Appendix F), shows that the property is situated well away 
from the developed areas of the Town.  In fact, my property is located on the very boundary of 
the Town of Cornwall to the east and only 3 parcels away from the boundary of the Town to the 
north.   There is a 36-acre farm across the road to the west, a cow pasture belonging to a very 
large farm to the south, a field and stream to the north, and an agricultural field to the east. 

The proposed building would be set back some 200 ft from the road, some 473 ft from the rear 
property line, some 20 ft from the nearest property boundary (the cow pasture to the south), 
and some 178 ft from the property to the north.   

There is therefore ample room between neighboring properties, and I do not believe that the 
proposed Accessory Building could reasonably be said to impact any neighbor in any way, nor 
could it impinge on the enjoyment of adjacent properties in any way. 

2. Lot Coverage of only 2% Including the Proposed Building

The proposed structure is not unreasonably sized in relation to the size of the property.  At 5 
acres, the property is 323.4 ft wide and 673.5 ft in depth.   The Development Bylaw allows lot 
coverage, including the main building and accessory buildings, to as much as 30% in some 
Zones.    

By contrast, my property at 130 Jewell Road is 217,809.9 square feet, thus the total lot 
coverage including the main building and the proposed accessory building would still be a mere 
2.07%. 

3. Enabling the same rights and privileges of reasonable use as our neighbors

The proposed accessory building is also in keeping with the essential character of the 
surrounding neighbourhood.   My property is located in an Agricultural Reserve Zone of the 
Town of Cornwall, and the Jewell Road is essentially a farm road on which there is a number of 
large farms.   



In fact, the farms on the Jewell Road surrounding the property, as well as the properties 
immediately adjacent to my property, have enormous barns, greenhouses, animal shelters, and 
other structures on their properties far exceeding the size of the proposed accessory building. 

As noted in Section 21.1.4, the strict application of the 728 sq. ft. accessory building of Section 
4.1(b) would impose an undue hardship on me and my family, by excluding us from the same 
rights and privileges for reasonable use as enjoyed by our neighbors on the road. 

4. In Keeping with the Essential Character

The proposed accessory building also will be designed to be consistent with the general design, 
architectural appearance, and external finish of the main residence.   The accessory building will 
be clad in white vinyl siding, with white garage doors, and with black roof and trim, to match 
the design, appearance, and character of our home.    

5. The least magnitude required to enable reasonable use

We previously approached the Town (in May 2021) with a proposed building that was larger 
Item 21.1.4.c of the Bylaw states 

  I 
respectfully suggest that the reduction of building area from the first application (from 145% to 
78%) is an attempt to satisfy this test. 

I hope that this letter clearly explains our need for the building, and the reasons why granting 
the variance is reasonable.  I am therefore respectfully asking Planning Board and Council to 
approve the Development Application as submitted, enabling me and my family to enjoy fully 
our property. 

With sincere appreciation for your time and attention to this matter, please accept the 
assurances of my highest consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Wight 

APPENDICES: 

A. Development Permit Application, 22 December 2022
B. Original Site Survey
C. Variance Application, 22 December 2022
D. Aerial photos showing recent landscape work
E. Aerial photo with concept plans for gardens, nursery, etc.
F. Location of Property on Zoning Map
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Timeline � 208 Ferry Road (Campground)

updated April 24/19

July 8, 2004 Environment Committee Meeting

78 three way sites hooked up to Primrose sewer system

July 8, 2010 sign application (approved July 19/10)

August 5, 2010 Application for (4) four un serviced campground cabins (approved Aug 23/10)

Jan 22 � Feb 1/11 emails regarding units (lodges on wheels & axles)

June 15, 2011 letter from CBCL outlining sewer upgrade costs (estimate)

Sept 4, 2012 Letter & EXP data with number of Sites & sewage information

Sept 5, 2012 email from Barry King (owner) requesting permission to officially have 100% of
the campground sites using the sewage system

Sept 26, 2012 letter from CBCL with Quote (based on contract prices)

Sept 27, 2012 letter from Kevin MacCarville to Barry King (owner) re. 271 units on site

Feb 28, 2013 letter from Barry King (owner) regarding zoning (R2 & O1)

August 13, 2013 letter from Kevin MacCaville re. sewer upgrade costs

Dec 1, 2013 letter from Barry King re. the review of the cost of the sewer upgrade.

Feb 27, 2014 zoning inquiry (Grey Group)

April 25, 2018 Application for 11 new tent sites & 36 RV sites

May 2, 2018 Donna called and withdrew the application (will not pursuit development)

Summer 2018 Five (5) new cottage/rv were installed on the property (no permit)

Two (2) older cottage/cabin s were removed from the property (no permit)

August 28, 2018 letter regarding odor sent from Matt Duffy

October 15, 2018 letter regarding construction without permit sent from Dean Lewis

March 2019 Application for demolition/construction of new bathrooms/shower (building)

March 13, 2019 Requested additional information

April 24, 2019 Application for fence replacement (approved May 2/19)


